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GRADE 7 MATH LEARNING GUIDE 

 

Lesson 17: Measuring Angles, Time and Temperature 

Prerequisite Concepts: Basic concepts of measurement, ratios 

About the Lesson:   

This lesson should reinforce your prior knowledge and skills on measuring angle, time and 

temperature as well as meter reading.  A good understanding of this concept would not only be useful in 

your daily lives but would also help you in geometry and physical sciences. 

 

Objectives: 

At the end of the lesson, you should be able to: 

1. estimate or approximate measures of angle, time and temperature; 

2. use appropriate instruments to measure angles, time and temperature; 

3. solve problems involving time, speed, temperature and utilities usage (meter reading). 

 

Lesson Proper 

A. 

I. Activity: 

Material needed: 

Protractor 

Instruction:  Use your protractor to measure the angles given below.  Write your answer on the line 

provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.____________ 2._____________        3.______________ 4.______________ 

 

 

Angles 

Derived from the Latin word angulus, which means corner, an angle is defined as a figure 

formed when two rays share a common endpoint called the vertex.  Angles are measured either in degree 

or radian measures.  A protractor is used to determine the measure of an angle in degrees. In using the 

protractor, make sure that the cross bar in the middle of the protractor is aligned with the vertex and one 

of the legs of the angle is aligned with one side of the line passing through the cross bar.  The 

measurement of the angle is determined by its other leg. 

 

Answer the following items: 

1.  Estimate the measurement of the angle below.  Use your protractor to check your estimate. 
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      Estimate_______________ 

 

      Measurement using the protractor______________ 

 

 

 

2.  What difficulties did you meet in using your protractor to measure the angles? 

3.  What can be done to improve your skill in estimating angle measurements? 

 

II. Questions to Ponder (Post-activity discussion): 

1.  Estimate the measurement of the angles below.  Use your protractor to check your estimates. 

 Measurement = 50 
2.  What difficulties did you meet in using your protractor to measure the angles? 

 One of the difficulties you may encounter would be on the use of the protractor and the angle 

orientation.  Aligning the cross bar and base line of the protractor with the vertex and an angle leg, 

respectively, might prove to be confusing at first, especially if the angle opens in the clockwise 

orientation.  Another difficulty arises if the length of the leg is too short such that it won’t reach the 

tick marks on the protractor.  This can be remedied by extending the leg. 

3.  What can be done to improve your skill in estimating angle measurements? 

 You may familiarize yourself with the measurements of the common angles like the angles in the first 

activity and use these angles in estimating the measurement of other angles. 

 

III. Exercise: 

Instructions: Estimate the measurement of the given angles, then check your estimates by measuring the 

same angles using your protractor. 

ANGLE 

 
A 

 
B 

 
C 

ESTIMATE 
 

 

  

MEASUREMENT 
 

 

  

 

B.   

I. Activity 

Problem:  An airplane bound for Beijing took off from the Ninoy Aquino International Airport at 11:15 

a.m.  Its estimated time of arrival in Beijing is at1550 hrs.  The distance from Manila to Beijing is 2839 

km. 

1. What time (in standard time) is the plane supposed to arrive in Beijing? 

2. How long is the flight? 
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3. What is the plane’s average speed? 

 

Time and Speed 

The concept of time is very basic and is integral in the discussion of other concepts such as 

speed.  Currently, there are two types of notation in stating time, the 12-hr notation (standard time) or 

the 24-hr notation (military or astronomical time). Standard time makes use of a.m. and p.m. to 

distinguish between the time from 12midnight to 12 noon (a.m. or ante meridiem) and from 12 noon to 

12 midnight (p.m. or post meridiem).  This sometimes leads to ambiguity when the suffix of a.m. and 

p.m. are left out.  Military time prevents this ambiguity by using the 24-hour notation where the 

counting of the time continues all the way to 24.  In this notation, 1:00 p.m. is expressed as 1300 hours 

or 5:30 p.m. is expressed as 1730 hours. 

Speed is the rate of an object’s change in position along a line. Average speed is determined by 

dividing the distance travelled by the time spent to cover the distance (Speed = 
distance

/time or S = 
d
/t, read 

as “distance per time”).  The base SI unit for speed is meters per second (
m
/s).  The commonly used unit 

for speed is 
Kilometers

/hour (kph or 
km

/h) for the Metric system and miles/hour (mph or 
mi

/hr) for the English 

system. 

 

II. Questions to Ponder (Post-Activity Discussion) 

Let us answer the questions in the activity above: 

1. What time (in standard time) is the plane supposed to arrive in Beijing? 

3:50 p.m. 

2. How long is the flight? 

1555 hrs – 1115 hrs = 4 hrs, 40 minutes or 4.67 hours 

3. What is the plane’s average speed? 

S = d/t 

   = 2839 km / 4.67 hrs 

   = 607.92 kph 

 

III. Exercise: 

Answer the following items. Show your solutions. 

1.  A car left the house and travelled at an average speed of 60 kph.  How many minutes will it take for 

the car to reach the school which is 8 km away from the house? 

2.  Sebastian stood at the edge of the cliff and shouted facing down.  He heard the echo of his voice 4 

seconds after he shouted.  Given that the speed of sound in air is 340 m / s, how deep is the cliff?  

3.  Maria ran in a 42-km marathon.  She covered the first half of the marathon from 0600 hrs to 0715 

hours and stopped to rest.  She resumed running and was able to cover the remaining distance from 0720 

hrs to 0935 hrs.  What was Maria’s average speed for the entire marathon? 

 

C.  

I.  Activity: 

Problem: Zale, a Cebu resident, was packing his suitcase for his trip to New York City the next day for a 

2-week vacation.  He googled New York weather and found out the average temperature there is 59F.  

Should he bring a sweater?  What data should Zale consider before making a decision? 
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Temperature 

Temperature is the measurement of the degree of hotness or coldness of an object or substance.  

While the commonly used units are Celsius (C) for the Metric system and Fahrenheit (F) for the 

English system, the base SI unit for temperature is the Kelvin (K).  Unlike the Celsius and Fahrenheit 

which are considered degrees, the Kelvin is considered as an absolute unit of measure and therefore can 

be worked on algebraically. 

Hereunder are some conversion factors: 

 C = (
5
/9)(F – 32) 

 F = (
9
/5)(C) + 32 

 K = C + 273.15 

For example: 

 Convert 100C to F: F = (
9
/5)(100 C) + 32 

    = 180 + 32 

    = 212 F 

 

II. Questions to Ponder (Post-Activity Discussion) 

Let us answer the problem above: 

1. What data should Zale consider before making a decision? 

 In order to determine whether he should bring a sweater or not, Zale needs to compare the average 

temperature in NYC to the temperature he is used to which is the average temperature in Cebu.  He 

should also express both the average temperature in NYC and in Cebu in the same units for 

comparison. 

2. Should Zale bring a sweater? 

 The average temperature in Cebu is between 24 – 32 C.  Since the average temperature in NYC is 

59F which is equivalent to 15C, Zale should probably bring a sweater since the NYC temperature 

is way below the temperature he is used to.  Better yet, he should bring a jacket just to be safe. 

 

III. Exercise: 

Instructions: Answer the following items.  Show your solution. 

1.  Convert 14F to K. 

2.  Maria was preparing the oven to bake brownies.  The recipe’s direction was to pre-heat the oven to 

350F but her oven thermometer was in C.  What should be the thermometer reading before Maria puts 

the baking pan full of the brownie mix in the oven? 

 

D.  

Activity: 

Instructions: Use the pictures below to answer the questions that follow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Initial  electric meter reading at 0812 hrs on 14 Feb 2012 Final electric meter reading at 0812 hrs on 15 Feb 2012 
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1. What was the initial meter reading?  Final meter reading? 

2. How much electricity was consumed during the given period? 

3. How much will the electric bill be for the given time period if the electricity charge is P9.50 / 

kiloWatthour? 

 

Reading Your Electric Meter 

 Nowadays, reading the electric meter would be easier considering that the newly-installed meters 

are digital but most of the installed meters are still dial-based.  Here are the steps in reading the electric 

meter: 

a. To read your dial-based electric meter, read the dials from left to right. 

b. If the dial hand is between numbers,the smaller of the two numbers should be used.  If the dial hand 

is on the number, check out the dial to the right.  If the dial hand has passed zero, use the number at 

which the dial hand is pointing.  If the dial hand has not passed zero, use the smaller number than 

the number at which the dial hand is pointing. 

c. To determine the electric consumption for a given period, subtract the initial reading from the final 

reading. 

 

II. Questions to Ponder (Post-Activity Discussion) 

Let us answer the questions above: 

1.  What was the initial meter reading?  final meter reading? 

The initial reading is 40493 kWh.  For the first dial from the left, the dial hand is on the number 4 so 

you look at the dial immediately to the right which is the second dial.  Since the dial hand of the 

second dial is past zero already, then the reading for the first dial is 4.  For the second dial, since 

the dial hand is between 0 and 1 then the reading for the second dial is 0.  For the third dial from the 

left, the dial hand is on  the number 5 so you look at the dial immediately to the right which is the  

fourth dial.  Since the dial hand of the fourth dial has not yet passed zero, then the reading for the 

third dial is 4. The final reading is 40515 kWh. 

2.  How much electricity was consumed during the given period? 

     Final reading – initial reading = 40515 kWh – 40493 kWh = 22 kWh 

3.  How much will the electric bill be for the given time period if the electricity charge is ₱9.50 / 

kiloWatthour? 

     Electric bill = total consumption x electricity charge 

                   = 22 kWh x P9.50 / kWh 

                   = P209 

 

III. Exercise: 

Answer the following items.  Show your solution. 

 

1.  The pictures below show the water meter reading of Sebastian’s house.   
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If the water company charges P14 / cubic meter of water used, how much must Sebastian pay the water 

company for the given period? 

 

2.  The pictures below show the electric meter reading of Maria’s canteen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

   

If the electric charge is P9.50 / kWh, how much will Maria pay the electric company for the given 

period? 

 

3.  The pictures below show the electric meter reading of a school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Initial meter reading at 0726 hrs on 20 February 2012 Final meter reading at 0725 hrs on 21 February 2012 

Initial meter reading at 1600 hrs on 20 Feb 2012 Final meter reading @ 1100 hrs on 22 Feb 2012 

Initial meter reading @1700 hrs on 15 July 2012 Final meter reading @ 1200 hrs on 16 July 2012 
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Assuming that the school’s average consumption remains the same until 1700 hrs of 15 August 2012 

and the electricity charge is P9.50 / kWh, how much will the school be paying the electric company? 

 

Summary 

In this lesson, you learned: 

1. how to measure angles using a protractor; 

2. how to estimate angle measurement; 

3. express time in 12-hr or 24-hr notation; 

4. how to measure the average speed as the quotient of distance over time; 

5. convert units of temperature from one to the other; 

6. solve problems involving time, speed and temperature; 

7. read utilities usage. 


